This supporting information contains Figures S1, S3, S4 and S5 showing a linear correlation between the flood height measured at the base tower with the river level; The rainfall from the tower with TRMM; The air temperature and VPD from the tower against products from the ERA5 reanalysis dataset, respectively. Figure S2 refers to the permanent water channels mapped through the Bing Virtual Earth high-resolution image provided on QGIS 2.18 software. The percentage of water channels and forest cover extract from this image is provided in table S1. Table S2 refers to the forest inventory realized in 2015, in two plots near the Bananal tower. Figure S6 provides the monthly variation of GPP and EVI from May 2011 to September 2013. Figure S7 shows the monthly rainfall time series (TRMM), flood height measured at the base tower, CWD and soil moisture measured close to the tower, from January 2004 to December 2016. Tables S3, S4 , S5, and S6 provide the analyzed dataset. Figure S1 . Scatterplot of flood height measured at the tower against river level and the fitted regression line (red).
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